Introduction
Total hip arthroplasty (THA) is performed with or without the use of bone cement. The benefit of the cemented procedure is a faster achievement of implant stability compared to an uncemented procedure where the primary implant stability is secured by geometrical interlocking, press fit forces and friction between bone and implant, whilst the secondary stability is additionally secured by bone ingrowths into the surface texture of the femoral component. In the first years post-operatively, uncemented stems are more frequently revised than cemented stems due to periprosthetic fracture. Managing these fractures may create a real challenge for the surgeons because of the poor quality of the surrounding bone [1] . On the other hand the revision surgery for uncemented implants has a higher success rate and generally results in fewer complications than revision surgeries for cemented implants [2] . Presently clinicians are faced with the lack of reliable guidelines when choosing between cemented or uncemented procedures. At our clinical center orthopedic surgeons chose between the cemented and uncemented THA based on age, sex and general health conditions, however, quantitative preoperative measurements of bone quality have not yet been included in current clinical guidelines. This means that in general patients over 65 years receive cemented implants while the younger and healthy receive uncemented prosthesis. With the aim of improving our healthcare, reducing future costs and developing more thorough clinical guidelines to aid decision making, we have launched a clinical trial at our center where patients undergoing THA are systematically monitored for this purpose [3] . In the present paper we report preliminary results from this project. The specific aims of this part of the study are:
 To quantify pre operative femoral bone quality.  To compare bone mineral density at two different time points for patients already enrolled in the trial.
Methods
Data were obtained from 36 voluntary patients (20 females and 16 males) undergoing THA surgery for the first time, 18 patients received a cemented -and 18 received a cementless implant. The average age at the moment of surgery is 56 for the males and 62 for the females. The patients are scanned with a 64-slices spiral CT Philips Brilliance three times in one year: before, immediately after surgery and finally at 52 weeks post-surgery. The CT scanning region starts from the iliac crest and ends at the middle of the femur; slices thickness is 1mm, slice increment is 0.5mm and tube voltage was set to 120KVp. This CT dataset allows a precise 3D reconstruction of the regions of interest. Commercial software (MIMICS www.materialise.com) was used to segment each femur from CT data. The segmentation was performed on the pre-surgery and post-op CT datasets and was mainly based on opportune thresholds of the CT-HU (Hounsfield Unit). Based on our previous work [4] , HU interval for cortical bone was set to 601-1988 HU while the trabecular bone set to 250-600 HU. The CT scan device was pre-calibrated with QUA-SAR phantom before the pre-operative scans and 1 year later, before the post-op scans using the same CT protocol adopted for all patients A HU to BMD relationship was based on a quadratic function, BMD [mg/cm³] = a × HU 2 + b × HU + c, where a, b, c are calibration coefficients, which were computed from the phantom CT data. The correlation coefficient for this calibration was R 2 ≈ 0.99 ( Fig.1 ). Figure 1 : Interpolation of the linear regression curves which is used to convert HU values to BMD.
To estimate the pre-op bone quality, BMD was calculated from the proximal femur volume in the region between femur head and lesser trochanter, along the intertrochanteric line (Fig 2-A) . The comparison between pre-op and 1 year post-op BMD cannot be done using the same volume of interest as shown in figure 2-A due to metal artifacts. Thus 2 bone subvolumes were select from the cortical within middle and proximal femur which HU values are minimally influenced by the metal implant artifacts (Fig 2-B) . The BMD was measured on the operated femur and on contralateral side (healthy) on the cortical bone from 2 regions in the lesser trochanter area (ROI) minimally influenced by metal artefacts: 2 (indicated with a and b in Fig. 2-B) . BMD on these areas is calculated 24 hours and 1 year post surgery.
Results
As expected BMD was generally found to decrease with age but only with a modest negative correlation but this trend was more prominent in men than women (figure 3). The preliminary results from the bone density assessment 1 year post-op are presented in table 1. The BMD variation is positive if the density increases otherwise negative. The decrease in BMD on the treated side was found to range of 1-6% measured at the lesser trochanter. On the contralateral side the BMD remained basically unchanged except in one patient. 
Discussion
Our preliminary results indicate the BMD in THA patient in the study is only modestly correlated with age and gender i.e. there is a significant overlap in bone density between age groups and between male and female. We conclude that bone quality assessment will have to be given higher weight in our future treatment protocol for THA patients. 
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Introduction
Open flow microperfusion (OFM) is a method for continuous sampling of interstitial fluid (ISF) from various tissues of animals and humans. Subsequent analysis of the OFM samples delivers time resolved profiles of many analytes covering a wide range of molecule sizes and chemical properties (e.g. hydrophilicity, lipophilicity). OFM is based on minimally invasive probes with an exchange area featuring macroscopic openings. During the sampling process the probes are perfused with a carrier fluid which mixes with the interstitial fluid of the target tissue. The exchange of carrier fluid and tissue fluid takes place at a certain equilibrium level that allows to measure specific substances present in the tissue by downstream analysis in the bioanalytical lab. OFM is used to investigate drug penetration and drug efficacy in skin in vivo: a probe is placed in the skin, and the cream containing the active ingredient is applied to the skin site directly above the probe. However, there are large individual differences in skin conditions depending on the location of the test site (e.g. forearm, abdomen thigh) and is also dependant on the subject itself (e.g. skin type, environmental conditions). To correct for these differences that will affect the variability of OFM derived drug profiles a large number of skin donors is necessary to reliably test topical drug penetration. In this study we aimed to investigate whether skin impedance measurements can be used to predict at least some of the skin's permeability characteristics.
Methods
Our study is based on the hypothesis that variations in penetrating drug amounts during dermal OFM sampling can be correlated with variations of the passive electrical parameters of the skin. Fresh human skin from plastic surgery was mounted on an ex-vivo test unit (EVA-CELL, Joanneum Research, Graz) to maintain skin vitality and temperature. Skin impedance of each donor skin flap was assessed by using paediatric ECG electrodes in a 3-electrode setting. The electrodes were attached in an equilateral triangle with a side length of 5 cm. The distance between the electrodes was chosen to be 2.5 cm with an electrode diameter of also 2.5 cm. This symmetrical setup allowed moving the three electrodes types (reference, counter and working electrode) simply by varying reconnection of the electrodes to the potentiostat. Impedance spectroscopy and single frequency measurements were used to assess stratum corneum impedance. Clobetasol-17-proprionate (CP17) was applied topically on the skin flaps characterized with the impedance measurements and the penetration of the drug into the dermis was continuously profiled for 24 h by using dermal OFM sampling. 
Results
To study at what frequencies the skin layers responsible for the barrier function for skin penetration are assessed impedance spectra were recorded from 1000 to 1 Hz with 5 data points per frequency decade. We found that low frequencies below 100 Hz showed a significant correlation to skin penetration properties. The sensitivity of the measurement increases with decreasing frequency which is in good agreement with data from the literature [1] . At higher frequencies also deeper parts of the skin and the subcutaneous tissue contribute to the impedance measured, therefore lower frequencies, which assess only the top layers of the skin, or the stratum corneum only in an optimal case, are more sensitive to penetration properties of the skin. Fig. 2 : at low frequencies a significant higher sensitivity to skin penetration properties is observed.
To investigate the relationship between skin impedance and penetrated quantities of CP17, the impedance was plotted against the area under the curve (AUC) of the CP17 concentration over 24 h, a standard measure used in pharmacokinetics. Regression analysis revealed a clear relationship between impedance and the penetrated CP17 amount. The correlation of skin impedance and drug penetration properties of the skin can be used to normalize dermal OFM AUC values thus eliminating or minimizing the influence of intra-and interindividual differences in skin properties. 
Discussion
Our results support the hypothesis that the stratum corneum is the main source of variability when testing topical drug penetration into human skin ex-vivo. We conclude that skin impedance measurements can be helpful to characterize skin barrier properties and thus support future ex-vivo and in-vivo skin penetration studies using dOFM sampling. Skin impedance measurements can be used to screen skin properties before OFM studies were performed. Restricting the accepted penetration properties of study subjects to the range representing the population average could significantly reduce the number of subjects needed and thus reduce study costs.
Introduction
Atrial fibrillation and atrial flutter is often preceded by tachycardia. Hence rapid pacing can be used to study the behaviour of cardiac activation before local or global block of excitation spread arises. Increased pacing rate leads to changes in action potential duration and alters the excitation spread. The smooth wave front of depolarization then may break into multiple wavelets with small delays to each other and following complex pathways. These effects are caused by discontinuities in the macroand microstructure of cardiac tissue. We postulate that during rapid pacing, these effects would lead to increased signal fractionation and spatial heterogeneity, specifically when pacing intervals come close to the absolute refractory period. In electrophysiological experiments with right atria from Rabbits we studied the region of the cavotricuspid isthmus (CTI). Clinical electrophysiologists see this region as one of the targets for catheter ablation to cure atrial arrhythmias [1] . Specific pacing protocols were applied to induce arrhythmogenic conditions. Spatial heterogeneity and beat-to-beat changes of local conduction were analyzed by means of multisite recording techniques of extracellular potentials with ultra-high spatial and temporal resolution [2] .
Methods
Electrophysiological experiments were carried out in accordance to the national ethic guidelines. Right atrial specimen were dissected from isolated Rabbit hearts and placed in a tissue bath with oxygenated Tyrode's solution at 36°C. Current pulses of 1 ms duration and twice the threshold level were applied by means of a 50 µm thick tungsten wire at given sites of the tissue. A ramp-like pacing protocol was executed i.e. subsequent stimuli were applied with decreased pacing cycle length (PCL) compared to the previous one until conduction block occurred.
Multisite recordings of extracellular signals e(t) of the last 6 beats before block were used to analyze the quality of local conduction of the depolarization wave. Amplitude of the signals as well as the fractionation index (FI), i.e. the number of negative deflections of de(t)/dt [3] were used to describe the increasingly hampered excitation process. At least one of the four-electrode-sensors was placed at sites were muscle bundles merge or branch, i.e. at sites of structural discontinuities. Along the excitation pathway in the CTI, groups of pectinate muscles (PectM) connect the Crista Terminalis (CT) with the vestibule (VB). PectMs branch into two or three fibres and merge again before reaching the VB. At these sites complex signal waveforms with multiple deflections in de(t)/dt can be expected frequently, specifically during rapid pacing close to the block interval. An example of spatial heterogeneity of local signals is depicted in Fig. 1 . A map of signals in the lower part of a PectM is shown. Note the small amplitudes and the high degree of fractionation of the signals taken at the right edge of the mapping area. This indicates an electrically uncoupled wavelet entering from the small merging fibre from top right.
Results
Diversity of depolarization signals is not only present in terms of spatial heterogeneity but also at one given recording site in response to subsequent pacing stimuli when PCL
decreases. During control values of PCL e(t) and de(t)/dt
are quite uniform showing a large amplitude and just minor distortion visible as a small secondary deflection in de(t)/dt (see Fig. 2 ). During the last 6 stimuli before block arises amplitude diminishes and the fractionation index FI increases progressively. We analysed a large number of recordings taken in CT (239), PectM (1037) and VB (264) from 15 hearts. The distribution of FI within each class of tissue differs markedly (see Tab. 1) due to different histological structure. CT represents the most complex microstructure and pathways for the cardiac impulse entering from the sinus node area into the CT resulting in the lowest portion of uniform signals with FI=1. In the class of PectM signals the dominant portion of recordings is uniform. In the VB we found a higher number of uniform signals compared to CT but also a much larger portion of large FI signals (FI=8-10). This might be linked to the fact, that on one hand very compact strands of PectM fibres incorporate smoothly in the VB and on the other hand signals are colliding there with crossing fibres. 
Introduction
The structural complex muscle network of the cavotricuspid isthmus (CTI) in the right atrium is seen as potential arrhythmogenic substrate [1] . Structural and functional heterogeneities influence excitation spread across the CTI especially at elevated heart rates. Functional heterogeneities, e.g. restitution of action potential duration (APD) and effective refractory period (ERP), are believed to play an important role in genesis of arrhythmias [2] . Hence, restitution depends on pacing history and pacing dynamics and results in heterogeneous development of local and global conduction block. Especially in areas where single muscle fibers branch into multiple fibers the electrical source-sink balance is disturbed and the question arises if at elevated heart rates conduction fails earlier in one branch than in the other one. This could create preferred paths for excitation spread with macroscopic re-entry pathways representing substrates for self-sustaining tachyarrhythmias. In this work we present a methodical approach to provoke and measure regional heterogeneities of conduction block behavior by means of appropriate pacing protocols.
Methods
Tissue Preparation: A guinea pig (weight ≈ 500 g) was anesthetized with 0.4 ml kg −1 Ketamin and 0.4 ml kg
Domidor and sacrificed according to National Ethic Guidelines. The heart was quickly excised and immersed in cold Tyrode solution (4-8 • C). The right atrium with intact sinus node was dissected, pinned down on a transparent silicone carrier, and placed in a tissue bath with warmed (36.4
• C) and oxygenated (95 % O 2 , 5 % CO 2 ) Tyrode solution where it immediately developed autorhythmicity. Signal recording: Miniaturized flexible sensor arrays comprising 4 Ag/AgCl electrodes in quadratically arrangement with 50 µm edge length [3] were used to estimate the cardiac near field (CNF). The measurement setup and signal recording technique was described in an earlier work [4] . Pacing: Stimulus pulse trains were generated using a custom-written software application (LabVIEW, National Instruments, Austin, Texas) and a FPGA-board (NI PXI-7813R, National Instruments, Austin, Texas). Timing was specified in terms of pacing cycle length (PCL), i.e. the interval in ms between 2 consecutive stimuli [5] . 2 timing characteristics for pacing were used: (i) ramp-like and (ii) stair-like. In ramp-like pacing protocols PCL was reduced after each stimulus, whereas in stair-like pacing protocols PCL was reduced after 15 stimuli at the same PCL. Timing is listed in Tab. 1. Results Fig. 1 shows the tissue preparation and the location of stimulus and recording sites. Recording site P1 was close to the stimulus site S. Recording sites P2 and P3 were below a branching area on 2 distinct emerging muscle fibers. During stair-like pacing protocol P1, P2, and P3 showed different development of conduction block. In P3 (right muscle branch) conduction failed earliest at a PCL of 70 ms. In P2 (left branch) conduction was sustained until a PCL of 40 ms and in P1 conduction was successful until a PCL of 20 ms (Fig. 2) . In contrast when a ramp-like pacing protocol was applied conduction block occurred at the same PCL (50 ms) at all recording sites (Fig. 3) .
Discussion
The preference of specific muscle fibers for excitation spread during high pacing rates favors re-entrant excitation and therefore tachyarrhyhmias. It is known that longitudinal and transversal excitation spread exhibit different block behavior [6] . The complex macro-and microstructure of the CTI dictates the direction of excitation spread and therefore it is likely that individual excitation pathways are preferred.
S P1
P2 P3 Differences in block behavior between the two types of pacing protocols suggest that pacing history and cardiac memory [7] plays a vital role in impulse propagation. A rapid increase in PCL during a ramp-like pacing protocol apparently results in more uniform distributed adaptation dynamics. It has to be noted that the conduction time between stimulus site and recording sites P2 and P3 is quite large (≈ 35 ms). If PCL is in the same range or below this conduction time correlation between stimulus and activation response is difficult. Nevertheless Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are valid until first occurrence of conduction block.
Introduction
Robot-aided neuro-rehabilitation has been widely studied in recent years. A variety of upper limb rehabilitation robots has been developed to assist, enhance, evaluate, and document neurological and orthopaedic rehabilitation of movement. However, these devices exclusively focused on the clinical setting which entails a lack of mobility, high acquisition costs and limited patient training times. The Reha-Maus, which is a novel upper limb rehabilitation system developed by the Control Systems Group at TUBerlin, represents one of the first concepts of a portable rehabilitation robot that actively provides different levels of patient assistance [1] . The design of the Reha-Maus is based on a mobile robot driven by omni-directional wheels. This enables rotational and translation motion in a plane for guiding the hand/lower arm. However, the previously realised control scheme only allowed the arbitrary tracking of reference positions while the orientation had to be kept nearly constant [1] . Unwanted changes in the orientation, e.g. by external disturbances, could even render the position control loop unstable. This contribution describes a novel motion control system for the Reha-Maus that involves nonlinear control theory in order to enable the generation of arbitrary position and orientation profiles.
Methods
Omni-directional robot and kinematic model
The Reha-Maus is designed to allow patients to train their hemiparetic arm. Figure 1 shows a prospective application scenario of the Reha-Maus. The lower right arm of a patient is pivoted on the robotic platform. The system is used to assist or resist the patient's arm and shoulder movements during the training. Human-device interaction forces/moments can be measured by a 6D force/torque sensor underneath the arm support, and the movement is monitored by an infrared camera above the table and incremental encoders at the motors. Arbitrary translational and rotational motion on the table surface is facilitated by three DC-motor-driven omni-wheels. More technical details are given in [1] .
The Reha-Maus possesses three DoFs and has a fixed body frame [x R , y R ], aligned to the centre of mass (cf. Figure 2) . The description of the kinematics and dynamics takes place in generalised coordinates q = [x, y, θ] T , where x and y represent the position of the robot on the planar workspace and θ is the robot orientation. A kinematic model was derived in [1] based on the assumption that the wheels have no slippage in the direction of traction force. The angular velocities of the three omni-wheels are forming the vector
T . The kinematic relation between the wheels' angular velocity vector ω(t) and the gen- eralised velocity vectorq(t) is defined aṡ
where r r = 10.5 cm is the robot rotation radius, and ϕ = 39
• is a construction specific angle. The scalar r ω is the radius of one omni-wheel. A discrete-time kinematic model can be obtained by the Euler method with the sampling period t s = 50 ms:
Here, k is the sample index and Γ(θ(k)) = t s Γ(θ(k)).
Control system
To perform arbitrary robot movements, a cascaded discretetime control structure is applied. An inner loop consists of three independent motor speed controllers that operate the system at maximum actuator capacity in order to facilitate the simplified state-space description of the robot given below. The sample rate of the inner loop is 1 kHz and a bandwidth of approximately 45 Hz is achieved. The design of each motor speed controller is based on an experimentally identified transfer-function model and is described in [1] . An outer loop regulates the generalised robot coordinates and generates as control signals the reference wheel velocities for the inner loop. The sampling time of the outer loop is set to 50 ms. The relationship between the wheel velocity reference vector ω r and controlled wheel velocity vector ω can be expressed as a simple time delay of one sampling step:
Combining the kinematic model (2) with the controlled wheel speed dynamics (3) yields a non-linear model with the state
and the input signal ω r (k). This model is employed for designing the outer loop controller. The entire state x(k) is accessible by measurement or estimation [1] . In order to exactly linearise and to decouple the discrete-time multivariable non-linear model, the following relation between the output y and the input ω r is derived from the state-space model (Eqs. (2) and (3)):
The control law
leads to q(k) = v(k − 2) with the new input signal v. The now linearised and decoupled plant model represents a simple time delay of two sampling steps with respect to signal v. The term q(k + 1) can be calculated from q(k) and ω(k) using the state propagation described in Eq. (2). For each generalised coordinate, the exactly linearised plant will be separately feedback controlled by a second order standard linear digital controller with integral action [2] to allow the tracking of a given reference (x r , y r , θ r ). The poles of the outer closed-loop dynamics have been chosen to obtain a bandwidth of approximately 2 Hz.
Results
The cascaded control scheme with the nonlinear controller at the outer loop was evaluated in simulations first. Figure 3 shows the results of a tracking test. The robot had to follow a circular path within 4 s while rotating at the same time around its axis. Noise, typically observed at the real system, was added to the states during simulation. The robot was initially in the centre of the circle with an orientation error of 180
• .
Discussion
The proposed nonlinear control scheme successfully linearises and decouples the nonlinear discrete-time model and therefore allows the tracking of arbitrary position and orientation profiles. After the compensation of initial errors, the system output follows the references as specified. The observed wheel velocities are feasible in practice. The developed controller forms the basis for the realisation of many therapeutic exercises that will be realised by the robot. The experimental validation of the control concept is ongoing. 
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Introduction
An increase in intracranial volume causes raise of intracranial pressure (ICP). Such an increase can occur for example because of an imbalance of the continuous process of production and resorption of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Acute high ICP can be life threatening and has to be treated immediately. The standard procedure consists of insertion of a pressure sensor for ICP monitoring as well as a catheter into the ventricles for external drainage of CSF. Usually, the height of the CSF drainage reservoir determines the resulting ICP due to its hydrostatic pressure. This conventional mechanical external ventricular drainage (EVD) has potential disadvantages and possiblities of complications. If the position of the reservoir is chosen too low or the patient changes to an upright position, undesirable overdrainage may occur. The ventricles can collapse to slit ventricles and occlude the catheter perforation. Currently, there is exclusively one commercially available electromechanical EVD consisting of an ICP sensor integrated in the drainage tube followed by a peristaltic pump called Liquoguard ® (Moeller Medical GmbH), which is conceived of potentially minimize these problems. However, it is advisable to use this system with an additional independent ICP sensor to be able to detect slit ventricles. If slit ventricles occur, the integrated pressure sensor measures incorrect ICP values [1] . Therefore, the authors developed an innovative electromechanical "intelligent" EVD (iEVD) [2] , which measures simultaneously ICP, pressure and flow in the tube and 
Methods
In the present animal experiment, inducing a kaolin solution into the cisterna magna reduces the pigs's CSF resorption surface. The pig was kept under general anaesthesia. On the third day, the iEVD was implanted and tested. The control loop with the iEVD is shown in Figure 2 . The gradual tube squeezer valve sets an appropriate operating point for the system by adjusting the drainage to the target flow Q target and the switching valve was used in the outer control loop to keep ICP at the intended level. In recent studies, the position of the gradual tube squeezer valve was the only control variable applied. However, due to an integrative error in the position sensor of the tube squeezer valve, the nonlinear relationship of motor position to hydraulic resistance could not be compensated exactly after some time [2] and hence the switching valve was added. A filter uses a 5 s moving window over 100 Hz ICP measurements, determines the maximum (systolic) and minimum (diastolic) ICP value and calculates the average 1 Hz-ICP value by the following equation:
The control algorithm works with a sample frequency of 1 Hz. At the beginning, the switching valve opens and the following tube squeezer valve gradually opens in minimal step size of 2.5 µm until the iEVD drains a predetermined target flow Q target . After this initialization the switching valve is controlled with a hysteresis of 0.3 mmHg. While the switching valve is open, a secondary controller increases the stored value of Q target by 50 % if ICP is increasing more than 0.3 mmHg within 1 s or ICP is not decreasing after a certain threshold time. Whenever Q EV D < 1.25 · Q target , the controller increases stepwise the opening position of the tube squeezer valve until Q target is reached. Slit ventricles are diagnosed when pulsation of the brain is not passed on to the water column and the difference of the maximal and minimal value within a 5 s window of 100 Hz data of the pressure sensor in the drainage tube is smaller or equal to 1 mmHg.
Results
The target ICP had to be chosen higher than 8 mmHg otherwise the pig suffered from slit ventricles (s. Figure 3) . With a target ICP of 8 mmHg, slit ventricles occured at approximately t =50 s and at t =56 s the pulsation in the water column P hyd got smaller than 1 mmHg and slit ventricles were identified. The compliance of the tubing dampens the amplitude of ICP by 25 %. With a higher target ICP the drainage functioned well as shown in Figure 4 . At t =110 s the level of the drainage reservoir was increased and the flow decreased. At t =300 s the target ICP was decreased from 10.5 mmHg to 10 mmHg and hence Q target was increased by the controller to drain sufficently. The tube squeezer valve gradually opened the tube until Q target was reached again. After ∆t ≈200 s the target flow was constant and only the outer control loop was active once again.
Discussion
First tests of the iEVD at a pig were successful. Potential future improvements could be an automatic increase of target pressure, if slit ventricles were detected. This preliminary iEVD can serve as a platform for more advanced control approaches: Foltz et al. [3] found out that the waveform is more reliable than mean ICP for diagnosis in humans. 
Introduction
Mechanical ventilation carries the risk of ventilatorinduced lung injury (VILI), caused by excessive stress and strain to the lung tissue [1] . To minimize the risk of VILI, ventilator settings should be adapted to the individual breathing mechanics of the patient. Currently there is no general consensus about the "ideal" ventilation strategy for preventing VILI. However, there is evidence that considering individual lung properties might be beneficial [2] . Thus, mathematical models of respiratory mechanics can be used to quantify the characteristics of the respiratory system leading to personalized optimized ventilator settings [2] . This paper presents an approach to calculate and illustrate the influence of patient-specific ventilator settings during pressure controlled ventilation (PCV) to maintain a preset minute ventilation. Finally, ventilator settings with minimal inspiration pressure and sufficient inspiration and expiration time can be selected to minimize alveolar stress and to avoid the build-up of intrinsic PEEP.
Methods
The alveolar ventilation is the effective part of the applied minute ventilation (MV) penetrating the regions of the lung where gas-exchange occurs. Alveolar ventilation depends on the dead-space volume V D , the tidal volume V T and the respiratory rate (RR):
(1) V D can be approximated using the estimated patient's ideal body weight (iBW).
To calculate the required tidal volume to maintain the desired alveolar ventilation, Eq. 1 is rearranged using the inspiration and expiration time (t I and t E ) to represent RR:
The tidal volume in Eq. 1 can be simulated by using a patient-specific model of respiratory mechanics and the applied airway pressure as the defined input signal. Respiratory mechanics model: The 1st Order Model (FOM) of respiratory mechanics is a serial arrangement of a resistive element (R) and a compliant compartment (C). The FOM is given as a transfer function:
Model simulation: During PCV a pressure signal according to Figure 1 is applied by the ventilator. The initial phase for t < t R and can be described as follows: The entire pressure signal during inspiration is constructed by using a step-function σ(t):
The resulting volume as output signal can be derived in Laplace-Domain by multiplying the transfer function and the Laplace-transferred input signal:
By an inverse Laplace-Transformation the resulting tidal volume can be derived in the time-domain for t > t R . Patient-specific ventilator settings with respect to sufficient expiration time require an expiration time being at least three times the time constant during expiration τ E [3] . Thus, p I is calculated for for two different t E = 3·τ E and t E = 4·τ E and two different t R , being 0 and 0.2 s for various t I in the range of 0.1 to 4 s.
Model identification:
The patient-specific parameters R and C were determined by fitting the FOM to inspiratory data of measured PCV-cycles using multiple linear regression method. τ E is estimated by fitting an exponential function to the expiratory flow data. Analysis of clinical data: Data sets of two ventilated patients in PCV from a previous clinical trial were used for this analysis (Table 1) . Written informed consent had been obtained from the patients. The clinical ventilator settings had been optimized by experienced ICU-physicians to provide a clinically acceptable minute ventilation with minimal p I while avoiding the build-up of intrinsic PEEP. The recorded data were used to identify the model as described and the algorithm calculated ventilator settings that would yield the same alveolar minute ventilation.
Results
After estimating R, C and τ E of the ventilated patients (Table  1) , the nonlinear relation between the ventilator settings of p I and t I for t E = 3·τ E and 4·τ E , and t R = 0.0 s and 0.4 s were obtained (Fig. 2) . Obviously, these relations show a unique minimum for p I . Longer t E and longer t R lead to higher p I to maintain the same alveolar ventilation. Additionally, the effect of t R on p I is more dominant in regions of shorter t I and gets smaller with increasing t I . The clinical settings in Patient 1 (Fig. 2, left) indicate, that the patient was ventilated with t E being in the region of 3·τ E . To minimize p I , t I could be reduced from 2.3 to 1.8 s. Patient 2 (Fig. 2, right) 
Discussion
The methodology proposed offers clinically acceptable patient-specific suggestions of ventilator settings that are directly applicable at the ventilator. The settings at minimal p I could be considered as lung-protective as mechanical stress may be minimized and additionally the risk of intrinsic-PEEP build-up is reduced. The visualization of the nonlinear interaction of ventilator settings can be helpful for the clinician to get an impression on the quality of ventilation and to find a direction for further optimization to following therapeutic goals. The nonlinear relation of ventilation parameters becomes transparent and may support the determination of optimized ventilator settings that consider the individual lung physiology.
Introduction
In clinical practice anaesthesiologists have to observe and control a huge amount of hemodynamic and respiratory variables as well as clinical signs for adequate hypnosis and analgesia. In neuro-, thoracic-and abdominal surgery a continuous neuromuscular block is needed to guarantee optimal surgical conditions. A neuromuscular blocking drug is administered in order to prevent reflex muscle movement. New short-acting drugs are introduced over the last years. This makes a continuous mode for drug application possible and implies the use of automatic control. For the design of a closed-loop control system a measurable control value and remote controllable infusion pumps are needed.
Measurement and Modelling
For the determination of the degree of neuromuscular blockade is the muscle response recorded. The evoked muscle response after supramaximal stimulation of a motoric nerve (e.g. ulnaris nerve -adductor pollicis muscle) can be registered by electromyography (EMG) or acceleromyography (AMG). A frequently used device is the "NMT-module" (Fa. General Electric) [1] . Measuring depth of hypnosis is often discussed and no final answer can be given. Different algorithms are known for estimation the depth of hypnosis from the raw EEG. The bispectral index (BIS) becomes very popular in the last years and has been validated in large studies. The algorithm combines the power spectrum and bispectrum with a burst suppression analysis. The BIS describes a complex EEG pattern within a simple variable. The BISmonitor (Fa. Aspect Medical) reflects the state of hypnosis with help of an index between 0-100, where 0 represents an isoelectrical EEG. The main problem of measuring the analgesia level is the loss of parameters, which describe the current status. A rather new commercial device called A.N.I.-Monitor (Fa. MetroDoloris) uses a wavelet transformation of the ECG to gather information about the parasympathetic tone. The A.N.I.-Monitor outputs a simple numeric value with a scale from 0 -100 to describe the state of analgesia calculated from the hearth rate variability (HRV) [2] . More popular is the use of direct HRV parameters to detect the analgesia level [4] . For the controller design it's desirable to use a model description that explains the interaction between the drug infusion and the measurable effect. The most popular kind to model the drug distribution and elimination are pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic (PKPD) models. Pharmacokinetics describes the dynamic process of drug distribution in the body from the infusion to the concentration in the blood and pharmacodynamics describes the interaction from the blood concentration and the measureable effect [3] . Figure 1 shows the general structure of the PKPD model description. Depending on the used drug G(s) is a third order model for the neuromuscular blocking drug or a fourth order model for the hypnotic drug Propofol. Figure 2 shows the schematic description of the developed control system. An adaptive generalized predictive controller (aGPC) was developed for the control of the neuromuscular blockade [5] . Because of the nonlinear behaviour of the measurement of the depth of hypnosis a simple fuzzy controller as nonlinear controller was integrated. For the design of the fuzzy PD+I controller a standard implementation of the integral (I) part was used. The rules for the proportional-differential (PD) part were designed with the help of the expert knowledge of our anaesthesiologists. A rule-based expert-fuzzy system controls the level of analgesia [4] . It was designed to reflect the decision-making process of anaesthetists regarding the change of infusion rate. Figure 2 : Implementation of the control system at the Control Application Centre at the University of Rostock, with set points s x and transfer functions G x and G xy .
Results and Discussion
During the last years different multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) studies were done [4, 5] . Exemplary results show Figure 3 and Figure 4 . Figure 3 illustrates one example of a MIMO control of neuromuscular blockade and depth of hypnosis. The MIMO control of the depth of hypnosis and the analgesia were also successfully validated. Figure 4 shows an example. The results of both studies were with good performance. These MIMO control system was designed as a decentralized MIMO system. The cross reactions between hypnotic and analgesic drug were interpreted as disturbances. Figure 5 shows a way in which the interaction between hypnotic and analgesic drugs can be modelled. Both drugs can be described with a separate PK model and a common PD model that reflected the interaction of both drugs. The results of both MIMO control studies show the potential of automatic drug delivery systems to assist the medical staff in the daily work. In near future the control systems should be validated in bigger studies to promote the idea and the development. Figure 4 ; Results of the MIMO study of analgesia and depth of hypnosis. 1.-plot: analgesia parameter, arterial blood pressure (MAP, on the top), heart rate (HR, in the middle), heart rate variability (HRV, on the bottom); 2.-plot: drug infusion rate of Remifentanil (on the top the concentration in blood, on the bottom the rate); 3.-plot: depth of hypnosis level and the last one shows the drug infusion rate of Propofol. 
